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ABSTRACT

The research presented in this paper focuses on wheel loaders, which are representative for earthmoving machines. The author presents the acquired results for measuring dynamical performances by using a new method based on monitoring of the main parameters of earthmoving equipment drive system, with priority on theirs dynamic behavior (e.g. pressure, flow data and engine power). In this way, it was identified the dynamic transitory phenomenon which appears during a standard working cycle of earthmoving machines.
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1. Introduction

In the last years, the author remarked an intensive preoccupation of the designers of earthmoving equipments to maximize the technological and functional performances of these machines. All these aspects can be solved by an attentive analyze of dynamic work stages of these earthmoving equipments, knowing that the dynamical and transitory phenomena are that one which consumes substantially the resources of power machine.

Thus, is pointed out a new direction to identify the performances equipments by temporal parameters evolution of specifically dynamic work of these equipments. But, exist a great variety of parameters which influences the vibration behavior of the machine and which are mixed.

2. Description of earthmoving equipment and his working cycle

The research presented in this paper focuses on smallest sized wheel loaders who are often built with a hydrostatic drive train, the nominal operating weight of 5 tons and 45 CP engine power. One of the most common applications for a wheel loader is the short V-cycle, as can be seen in Figure 1. Ten phases composed this working cycle:

- phase 1: bucket filling;
- phase 2: leaving bank;
- phase 3: retardation;
- phase 4: reversing;
- phase 5: towards load receiver;
- phase 6: bucket emptying;
- phase 7: leaving load receiver;
- phase 8: retardation and reversing;
- phase 9: towards bank;

Fig. 1 Loading cycle of loader
- phase 10: retardation at bank.

Fig. 2 Hydraulic Wheel Loader System Circuit

This loader uses a closed circuit dual path structure. In dual path applications, there are two separate pumps or a single tandem pump (see Figure 2). Each pump provides oil flow to the motors on each side of the vehicle.

The power transfer scheme presented in Figure 3 visualizes how the diesel engine’s power is split up between hydraulic and drive train, which are two parallel sub-systems [1].

Fig. 3 Power transfer scheme of wheel loader

The way the power is distributed between hydraulics and drive train depends on how much power is requested from the different systems. Working phases involve the complex interaction of the loader power train, hydraulics, implement linkage, and steering system. Machine behavior is a function of these systems and their interactions and how the operator uses them. It is difficult to determine how a change in an individual system can affect the overall machine performance.

These interactions are highly nonlinear and dynamic, making them difficult to understand completely. On the loading process of loader, each phase of the working cycle is influenced by the diversified parameters, who increased overall performances by generated dynamical actions into equipment structure and hydraulic drive system [2],[7].

3. Nonlinear evolution of the peculiarity parameters of loader

The nonlinear evolution of the resistive forces action (into penetration phase) on the bucket loader was shown on experimental essay[10], see Figure 4, where $x$ is penetration into a pile and $L$ – the bucket length.

Fig. 4 Resistive forces into penetration phase

It is well known the fact that the power parameter accumulates the influences due to all internal and external perturbations of machine. In this case, measurement data include the pressure and flow data into two circuits, see Figure 5 and Figure 6 [4], [10].

Fig. 5 Measurement pressure data
By processing the pressure and flow data it is possible to evaluate the instantaneous engine power needed \((N)\), on the whole working cycle, see Figure 7.

The distribution of engine power to hydraulics and drive train seems on average to be approximately equal (Figure 8), however with large deviations from that rule [3], [8].

Most engine power is required during bucket filling. The oscillations in power and in distribution ratio are a reflection of the operator’s bucket filling technique and the work place conditions. Mapping the data displayed above on power requirements to the power available at the current engine speed gives an indication of the wheel loader performance margins.

Knowing of needed power, in each working phases with loader, it is possible to calculate four indexes (Figure 10) which indicates machine performance [4], [5], such as:

\[
I_1 = \frac{N_{\text{static}}}{N_{\text{max}}};
I_2 = \frac{N_{\text{dynamic}}}{N_{\text{max}}};
I_3 = \frac{N_{\text{effective}}}{N_{\text{max}}};
I_4 = \frac{N_{\text{effective}}}{N_{\text{static}}}
\]  

(1)
5. Results and conclusions

The author was presented one application [9] for LDH loader (45 HP) in three driving situations: drive, load, and haul, see Figure 11-13.

The method described in this paper presents the following advantages:

- identifies the oscillations produced in the hydraulic drive system of the machine due to the cumulative dynamic actions which appears during time work, by pressure and debit’s measurements;
- identifies the high power consumption phases also its transmission between the work phases;
- performances analyses through by the dynamic indexes determination $i_1$-$i_4$;
- the simplicity of the measurement and monitoring analyze parameters;
- characterizes globally, in dynamic conditions, the earthmoving machine performances, by power tipified range (small, medium, and big).
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